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Abstract

Sunspot numbers in the current solar cycle 23 were estimated by using a statistical model with the accumulating cycle sunspot data based on the odd-even behavior of historical sunspot cycles from 1 to 22. Since cycle 23 has progressed and the accurate solar minimum occurrence has been defined, the statistical model is validated by comparing the previous prediction with the new measured sunspot number; the improved sunspot projection in short range of future time is made accordingly. The current cycle is expected to have a moderate level of activity. Errors of this model are shown to be self-correcting as cycle observations become available.

Introduction

A statistical model based on the accumulating cycle sunspot data has been developed to estimate future levels of solar cycle activity, and the sunspot number estimates have been coupled to space-related quantities of interest to radiation protection because the sunspot cycle affects the near-Earth environment (ref. 1). In the previous prediction based on the first 9 months of cycle 23 with an assumed minimum in September 1996, the sequence of cycle 23 was at the level of 82 percent ± 18 percent with a 95-percent confidence interval (ref. 1). Since the cycle has progressed, the beginning of cycle 23 is accurately adjusted as May 1996, which was uncertain when the previous estimation was made; there are 47 observed monthly mean values of sunspot numbers after May 1996 (ref. 2). In the present report, the solar cycle statistical model is evaluated by comparing the measured data with the previous prediction, which shows the new data to be within the confidence interval of the previous analysis but with somewhat lower sunspot numbers. A critical parameter in cycle prediction is seen as the date of solar minimum occurrence. A new mean cycle level of the entire cycle 23 with an adjusted May 1996 start date is made based on the sunspot data for 47 months. New sunspot cycle parameters to the end of cycle 23 are also predicted with the smaller statistical fluctuations. This prediction may be misleading since a randomization process occurs near the cycle end.

Previous Sunspot Number Projection of Cycle 23 With Sunspot Data for 9 Months

The historical sunspot number distributions for 11 separate odd-even cycles are shown in figure 1 for odd cycles and in figure 2 for even cycles along with the associated population distributions of 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 100 percent levels as each cycle progresses from its solar minimum. Note that consistent observations are available following the reforms of Wolf during cycle 9 (ref. 3) and prior observations are increasingly uncertain. From the statistically independent patterns of odd-even cycles as seen in figures 1 and 2, a statistical model for solar cycle projection was made for two independent odd-even populations (ref. 1).

By using the previously developed model, the projection of cycle 23 was made based on the assumed minimum in September 1996 and the first 9 months of measured sunspot data (ref. 1). New cycle 23 sunspot data are added to the old projection in figure 3. The current cycle appears to be running its course in the low side of the uncertainty band, which is within the range of the predicted groups, between the 64-percentile and the 82-percentile groups. This comparison validates the previous projection that used only 9 months of data. Since cycle 23 has progressed with a well-defined solar minimum, the percentile group of the expanding cycle 23 observations is reestimated, and better future values within the remainder of the cycle can be defined for the monthly average sunspot numbers.

Solar Minimum for Cycle 23 and Population Distributions for All Odd Cycles

The lowest smoothed sunspot number index for solar cycle 23 occurred in May 1996 (ref. 2). In the previous prediction, the lowest sunspot number index was assumed to occur in September 1996, but it could not be determined precisely until well into cycle 23. From the solar cycle statistical model based on the
odd-even behavior of the solar cycles (ref. 1), the appropriate percentile grouping of cycle 23 can be improved by the correct adjustment of solar minimum for cycle 23 since there is no correlation between odd-even cycles (refs. 4 and 5).

Given the time of solar minimum in the current cycle 23, an appropriate population distribution of sunspot numbers for all odd cycles and the associated cumulative frequency spectrum are regenerated for each successive month to calculate the percentile groups for each month after the cycle 23 minimum, and those distributions are displayed through 2010 in figure 4. Data from the first 47 months of cycle 23 are also shown in figure 4, as solid circles, and in expanded view in figure 5. This figure shows that the sunspot cycle will develop between the 50- and 70-percentile groups of sunspot numbers of previous odd cycles, whereas it ran above the 70-percentile group from the previous prediction in figure 3. This new estimation results from the dependence on the adjustment of solar minimum as well as from more measured data.

Sampling Distributions and New Projection of Cycle 23

The cumulative mean percentile level and statistical fluctuation of the sample sunspot numbers at each month in the current cycle are calculated for the range of percentile groups. This calculation is illustrated in figure 6. At the beginning of the present solar cycle 23, the monthly sunspot number in May 1996 is on the 91-percentile level of sunspot numbers of previous odd cycles. As cycle observations become available, it is clearly shown that the uncertainty in mean percentile grouping is contracting about expanding current data. The mean percentile grouping of the current cycle is 66 percentile, with a standard deviation of 17 percent using the data for the first 47 months that are up to March 2000. From these sample distributions of size 47 of a normal population of the current cycle 23, the mean cycle level of the entire cycle 23 would be at 66 percent ± 5 percent with 46 degrees of freedom and with a 95-percent confidence interval.

Long-term projections based on the results of figure 6 are shown in figure 7. In figure 7, the 13-month running average sunspot number and monthly values of the observations are also shown. Projections over more than one cycle are difficult because they introduce uncertainties not only in the future amplitude, due to randomization near the cycle boundary, but also reflect uncertainty in the cycle duration (ref. 6). Hence, the estimate of the next solar maximum and minimum is uncertain, in addition to the corresponding sunspot numbers.

Predictions of Solar Maximum for Cycle 23 and Duration of Cycle 23

Using the current progressive trend, the new estimate of the time to the next solar maximum is shown in figure 8. Hence, the next solar maximum is currently projected to be in August 2000, with an uncertainty of 10 months. The duration of cycle 23 is similarly analyzed in figure 9, and the next solar minimum is expected to be in January 2007, with an uncertainty of 13 months. These two figures clearly show that errors are self-correcting as cycle observations become available. The corresponding annual averaged maximum sunspot number is expected to be 117, with an uncertainty of 7. The sunspot minimum in January 2007 is expected to be 13, with an uncertainty of 1. The estimates of cycle 23 maximum and cycle 24 minimum values are given in table 1. The mean cycle level of the entire cycle 23 would be at 66 percent ± 5 percent with 46 degrees of freedom and with a 95-percent confidence interval as shown in figure 10 along with historical sunspot levels of all odd cycles.

Table 1. Statistical Prediction of Sunspot Cycle Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low end of range</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>High end of range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Sunspot number</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothed cycle 23 max</td>
<td>June 2001</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>August 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothed cycle 24 min</td>
<td>February 2008</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>January 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concluding Remarks

A previously developed statistical model, which is based on only the first 9 months of data, has been examined in predicting the solar cycle variation. As the cycle progresses with 47 available observable, a convergence toward improved estimates is achieved. From the sample of size 47 of the current cycle, the mean cycle level of the entire cycle 23 would be at 66 percent ± 5 percent with 46 degrees of freedom and with a 95-percent confidence interval. Even though there is still a problem in cycle projection from one cycle to the next due to a randomization process at the end of each cycle, solar maximum of cycle 23 and the duration of the current cycle are predicted with a much smaller fluctuation than the previous one. The corresponding annual averaged maximum sunspot number and the next minimum sunspot number are also predicted. The current projection will provide a basis of estimating exposures in future missions. The effect of uncertainties of solar cycle predictions on future shield design requires further study. Only a dynamic model based on some yet unidentified observable factor will allow reliable predictions of successive cycle dependence.
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Figure 1. Historical sunspot number distribution for odd cycles.
Figure 1. Continued.

(c) Cycles 9 and 11.

(d) Cycles 13 and 15.
Figure 1. Concluded.
Figure 2. Historical sunspot number distribution for even cycles.
Figure 2. Continued.

(c) Cycles 10 and 12.

(d) Cycles 14 and 16.

Figure 2. Continued.
(e) Cycles 18, 20, and 22.

Figure 2. Concluded.
Figure 3. Previous projection of cycle 23 sunspot number and statistical uncertainty with new cycle 23 sunspot data added since projection was made.

Figure 4. New projection of cycle 23 sunspot number and statistical uncertainty with measured sunspot data.
Figure 5. First 47 months of cycle 23 used to determine population group of cycle 23.

Figure 6. Percentile group of first 47 months of cycle 23 and cumulative mean value and statistical fluctuation.
Figure 7. Distribution of sample sunspot numbers and long-term projections for projected cycle levels of cycle 23.

Figure 8. Predicted time to maximum of cycle 23.
New prediction based on 47 months of cycle 23

Previous prediction based on first 9 months of cycle 23

Figure 9. Predicted duration of cycle 23.

Figure 10. Predicted cycle 23 of all odd cycles.
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